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Happy New Year from
Ecstasy Crafts!

Inside the Kit:
3-D sheet #82166
Victorian floral arrangements
3-D sheet #83715 Red Roses
Glitter Sticker butterflies #7001
Sticker Hearts Gold #1178
Sticker Lines Gold #1016Sticker
Transfer sheet #5400
1 A4 sheet yellow card stock
1 A4 sheet blue card stock
2 pink 4 x 6 cards
2 pink embossed 4 x 6 cards
2 yellow 4 x 6 cards
2 yellow embossed 4 x 6 cards
4 pink envelopes
4 yellow envelopes
foam tabs

Ecstasy Crafts Inc. would like to take this opportunity to
wish you and your family a wonderful 2011! We begin
this year with a floral, butterfly and heart theme. You
will be able to make projects for your special Valentine,
special birthdays, for that special someone when you are
just thinking of them and for upcoming weddings.
Included in this month’s kit are 4 embossed cards using 2
of our embossing folders; a background heart # CTFD018
and a daisy spray #CFTD3042, to allow you to begin
exploring the many possibilities of embossing folders. If
you like these designs go to www.ecstasycrafts.com for
our complete selection of embossing folders (compatible with
most cutting/embossing machines Cuttlebug, Sizzix etc.) The
transparent glitter butterfly stickers will add just the
right amount of sparkle to your projects. Simply attach
the sticker to colored card stock, cut out, and attach to
your project using foam tabs.….a perfect embellishment!
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Creating the 3-D Designs:
1. Press out layer #1 and attach to the
card using double sided tape.
2. Press out layer #2, place several foam
tabs to the back of the layer, peel off
the protective paper and attach
directly on top of layer #1.
3. Repeat step #2 until the remaining
layers are completed. All of the layers
are numbered, complete in order.
Outline and Glitter Stickers:
Outline Stickers: Lift off the outline
sticker using a needle tool, piercing tool or
hobby awl. Attach to your project. If you
are not completely satisfied then simply
lift off the sticker and re-attach. These
stickers are very forgiving!
Using the transfer sheet: In order to
use the negative of the sticker (as seen with
the hearts used in the cards to the right), simply
use the transfer sheet. Cut a piece of the
transfer sheet large enough to transfer
your chosen design. Peel back the
protective cover and place over the design.
Rub down using a large embossing tool,
smooth end of a marker tip, rub-on tool
etc. Peel back the transfer sheet on an
angle ensuring that all of the pieces are
being lifted (if not rub again over these areas as
you peel back). Now place your transfer
sheet with the attached design onto the
card in the desired position and again rub
down. Peel back the transfer
sheet…voila! Keep the transfer sheet and
protective backing to re-us it many times!
Glitter stickers: Lift off and attach
directly to your project or attach to
another color of card stock and cut out.
Attach to your project with foam tabs.
Adding Color: Add color to your gold or
transparent glitter stickers by simply
coloring over them with a permanent
colored marker. (Alcohol based markers work
the best see www.ecstasycrafts.com for Starform or
Dufex brand markers)

Red and Pink Roses (above top):
1. Add the heart outline sticker, swirl, saying and
lines at the top and bottom as shown.
2. Complete the 3-D design as shown.
3. Add a red ribbon bow as desired.
Floral boot with butterflies (above):
1. Use the transfer sheet and transfer the negative of
the heart design (used in the top card) to a yellow
card as shown.
2. Complete the 3-D floral boot design.
3. Attach glitter butterflies to yellow and blue card
stock and cut out. Attach with foam tabs.
4. Add additional heart outline stickers as shown.
5. Add sticker lines above and below the center design
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Red Roses: (right)
1. Complete the 3D red rose design on a pink card.
2. Attach gold outline heart stickers as shown.
3. Attach a wavy gold line at the top and bottom of
the card.
Floral Bouquet: (below left)
1. Complete the 3D bouquet design on an embossed
yellow card.
2. Attach small butterflies to card stock, cut out and
attach with foam tabs. The two small butterflies at
the sides of the bouquet were added directly to the
card.
3. Add sticker lines to the top and bottom of the card.
Floral Basket and Butterflies: (below middle)
1. Use an heart embossed pink card and complete the
3D design on the left side as shown.
2. Attach 3 glitter butterfly stickers to blue card stock
and cut out. Attach to the card as shown using foam
tabs.
3. Add 3 little heart outline stickers around the
embossed hearts above and below the 3D design.
4. Add line stickers to the top and bottom of the card.
Glitter Butterflies: (below right)
1. Add some outline stickers to one of the embossed
yellow cards.
2. Use the transfer sheet to transfer the negative of the
double heart sticker.
3. Attach glitter butterflies to yellow and blue card
stock, cut out and attach using foam tabs.

If you enjoyed using these glitter
butterflies go to www.ecstasycrafts.com to
view other all occasion designs.
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On the Cover: Red Roses and 4 hearts:
1. Attach the outline sticker hearts to the left side of
the card.
2. Use the transfer sheet to add the negative sticker
pieces to the card as shown. Note: the negatives are
face opposite to the outline stickers used.
3. Complete the 3D design as shown.
4. Make a gold sticker line frame around the card.
5. Add a red ribbon bow as desired.
Hearts with small pink rose: (left)
1. Attach the outline stickers and negative stickers to a
yellow card as shown.
2. Complete the 3D rose design. Add a pink ribbon bow.
3. Add small glitter butterflies to the card directly.
4. Color sticker lines with a purple or pink marker and
add to the top and bottom of the card.

Yellow rose card: (right)
1. Cut the yellow piece of card stock
in half and then fold in half to
make the rectangle card.
2. Add the heart and swirl outline
stickers as shown.
3. Add a glitter butterfly to the
remaining yellow card stock and
cut out. Attach with foam tabs.
4. Add a gold wavy line at the top
and bottom of the card.
Blue Bouquet card: (right)
1. Cut the blue piece of card stock in
half and then fold in half to make
a rectangle card.
2. Add the negative sticker heart
designs to the card using the
transfer sheet.
3. Attach the outline stickers and
saying as shown.
4. Complete the 3D bouquet design.
5. Add a gold line to the top and
bottom of the card.
6. Add a red ribbon bow to the vase
as shown.
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